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Abstract

Winograd-based convolution has quickly gained traction as a pre-

ferred approach to implement convolutional neural networks (Con-

vNet) on various hardware platforms because it could require fewer

floating point operations than FFT-based or direct convolutions.

In this paper, we analyze the theoretical performances of three

methods (regular FFTś, GaussśFFTś, and Winogradśbased convo-

lutions), as well as compare their highly optimized implementations

on modern multiś and manyścore CPUs. With all three implemen-

tations employing the same optimizations on modern CPUs, our

experimental results with modern ConvNets show that the FFTś

based implementations generally outperform the Winogradśbased

approach, which is contrary to the popular belief.

To understand the results, we use a Roofline performance model

to analyze the three implementations in detail, by looking at each of

their computation phases and by considering not only the number

of floating point operations, but also the memory bandwidth and

the cache sizes. The performance analysis explains why, and under

what conditions, the FFTśbased implementations outperform the

Winogradśbased one, on modern CPUs.

CCS Concepts

· General and reference → Performance; · Computing

methodologies → Neural networks; · Software and its engi-

neering → Just-in-time compilers.

1 Introduction

Convolutional neural networks (ConvNets) have emerged as a

widespread machine learning method for many application do-

mains, soon after the demonstration of its superior performance

for classification and localization tasks in the ImageNet[12] com-

petition in 2012 [21]. Since convolutional layers are computation-

ally intensive and dominate the total execution time of modern

deep ConvNets [19, 21, 26, 29, 30], many efforts have been made

to improve the performance of the convolutional primitives for

CPUs [1, 10, 31, 38, 40], GPUs [6, 11, 25, 32] or both [39].
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An important class of optimization is to reduce the number of

calculations required for a convolution. Initially, several efforts

used FFTśbased convolutions to reduce the required computations

for GPUs [25, 32] and CPUs [37ś39]. Recently Lavin et al. [22]

proposed a Winogradśbased method for performing convolutions,

and demonstrated that it can save more floating point operations

than FFT, especially for small 2D kernels (e.g. 3× 3). This prompted

a large number of implementations to employ Winogradśbased

convolutions. For example, Nervana [6] and Nvidia’s cuDNN [11]

implemented Winogradśbased convolution for GPUs. FALCON [1],

LIBXSMM[7] and Intel MKL-DNN [2] provided CPU implementa-

tions of Winograd-based convolutions. Budden et al. [10] extended

the 2D Winograd-based convolution to arbitrary dimensions and

kernel sizes. A highly optimized implementation for modern manyś

core CPUs was presented by [18]. However, the community has not

put in similar optimizing efforts into FFTśbased implementations.

This paper presents results of comparing Winogradśbased with

FFTśbased convolutions on modern CPUs. We have extended the

highly optimized Winogradśbased implementation for Intel Xeon

Phi processors [18], to support arbitrary modern multiś and manyś

core CPUs (that support the AVX2 or the AVX512 instruction set).

Using the same optimization techniques, we additionally imple-

mented two FFTśbased algorithms for modern CPUs. One is based

on the regular FFT algorithm (RegularśFFT). Another is also FFTś

based but uses Gauss’ multiplication method (Gauss-FFT). All im-

plementations are openśsourced at [4].

We have compared all three implementations with two popular

ConvNets (VGG and AlexNet) on 10 different systems with modern

CPUs. Our results show that, contrary to the popular belief, the

regularśFFT or GaussśFFT implementations are generally faster

than the Winograd implementation. And in some cases, they are

substantially faster.

To understand the experimental results, we have used the

Roofline performance model [34] to analyze each algorithm and

its implementation in detail by carefully analyzing its computa-

tional phases. Such analysis provided two key explanations. First,

Winogradśbased approach, in most cases, requires fewer floating

point operations than FFTśbased approach because it works with

real numbers instead of complex numbers. However, due to its nu-

merical instability, the Winograd method can use only very small

transform sizes [10, 22, 33], which limits the speedups achieved in

practice. The FFTśbased convolutions do not suffer from such insta-

bilities, allowing for arbitrary large tile sizes. Large tile sizes allow

the FFTśbased approach to reduce a large number of redundant
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or unnecessary computations. Thus, in certain scenarios, the FFTś

based method requires fewer operations than the Winogradśbased

one.

Second, our analysis considers not only the number of floating

point operations, but also the total amount of data movements

(to and from memory) and their costs, the arithmetic intensity

(operations per moved byte), the processor’s speed, as well as the

memory bandwidth. We also analyze the effects of cache sizes,

which determine the arithmetic intensity of both methods, and

indirectly affect the running times.

Large arithmetic intensity allows for better utilization of hard-

ware systems whose computeśtośmemory ratios are increasing

over time, because of the imbalance of the evolution between proces-

sor speeds and memory bandwidths. The speeds for computations

typically improvemuch faster thanmemory bandwidths [36] 1. This

benefits the FFTśbased method more, as its arithmetic intensity is

generally higher due to computing with complex numbers.

Our analysis suggests that whether the Winogradśbased or a

FFTśbased approach is faster depend on the specific convolutional

layer and the particular system it is executed on. However, on

average, the FFTśbased approaches outperform the Winogradś

based one with commonly used neural networks, with the margin

increasing as the system’s computeśtośmemory ratio increases.

The findings in this paper challenge the current belief that

Winogradśbased convolutions are better in nearly all practical

cases.

2 Background

2.1 Winogradś and FFTś Based Convolutions

Winograd ś Based Convolution As recently illustrated by Lavin
et al. [22], łvalidž convolution of discrete signals, themain operation
used in modern convolutional neural networks, can be performed
using Winograd’s minimal filtering algorithm [35] via

f ∗
Valid

д = AT [(Gд) ⊙ (BT f )] (1)

Where f and д are 1D signals; ⊙ represents elementświse mul-

tiplication; and AT , BT and G are special matrices, derived from

Vandermonde matrices for Homogeneous Coordinate polynomi-

als [33]. By convention, Winograd convolutions have the matrices

A
T , BT and G in realśspace. In łvalidž convolution the filter slides

across every łvalidž location in the filtered images ś such that the

filter is fully contained inside the image. When the size of the filter

is |д | = r , f ∗
Valid

д will have a length of | f | − |д | + 1 = m, and we

refer to the method above as Winograd convolution F(m, r ).

FFT ś Based Convolution The convolution theorem states that
a convolution can be performed using Fourier transforms via

f ∗
Circ

д = F−1 (F(f ) · F(д)
)

(2)

Here, F and F −1 are Fourier and inverse Fourier transforms. In

the discrete case, f andд need to have the same number of elements,

which can be accomplished by padding zeros to the shorter signal.

1For instance, the 4.5 TFLOPS Intel Knights Landing processor [17] has a computeś
tośmemory ratio of 11, whereas the latest Skylake Xeon and SkylakeX family of
processors have reached the ratio in the range between 20 to almost 40.

Discrete Fourier transform (DFT) results in a circular (also known

as cyclic) convolution. The result of the łvalidž convolution can be

extracted from the last | f | − |д | + 1 = m elements of the circular

convolution.

łValidž convolution using discrete FFTs can also be regarded

as a special case of the Eq 1, where the matrices AT , BT and G

are in complex space and are derived from Vandermonde matrices

with polynomial points being the roots of unity [33]. BT and G

perform, implicitly zerośpadded (to size ofm + r − 1 = | f |), DFT

transforms of f and д, and AT computes the lastm elements of the

inverse DFT transform. Using the FFT algorithm allows for efficient

computation of matrixśvector products with matrices AT , BT and

G. We refer to this special case as RegularśFFT F(m, r ).

MultiśDimensional Convolution Both Winograd and FFT con-
volutions can easily be extended to an arbitrary number of dimen-
sions [10]. Nśdimensional convolution is performed via

f ∗
Valid

д =
[
(д×N

n=1G) ⊙ (f ×N
n=1B)

]
×N
n=1A

T (3)

Here, the operation x ×Nn Y is short for x ×1 ×2 · · · ×n Y, where
×n represents tensorśmatrix modeśn multiplication as defined

in [10, 20]. For the 2D case, x×1M = Mx , and x×2M = xMT . The
formula above reduces to

f ∗
Valid

д = AT
[
(GдGT ) ⊙ (Bf BT )

]
A (4)

Which is consistent with Lavin et al. [22].

2.2 Winogradś and FFTś Based Convolution Layers

A convolutional layer transforms an input tuple of C images into
an output tuple of C ′ images. A batch of B inputs yielding a batch
of B outputs is processed at the time via

I ′
b,c′
=

C∑

c=1

Ib,c ∗Wc′c (5)

WhereC andC ′ denote the number of input/output images (also

called channels or featureśmaps). Ib,c and I
′
b,c ′

are the (arbitrary

dimensional) input and output images of the bśth batch. In total,

B ·C ·C ′ convolutions are performed.

Using Winograd or Regular FFT convolution, the output images

are computed via

I ′
b,c′
=

C∑

c=1

[
(Wc,c′×

N

n=1Gn ) ⊙ (Ib,c×
N

n=1Bn )
]
×N
n=1A

T
n

=

[ C∑

c=1

(Wc,c′×
N

n=1Gn ) ⊙ (Ib,c×
N

n=1Bn )
]
×N
n=1A

T
n

(6)

Note that we can have different sizes for matrices An , Bn and

Gn for each dimension.

Fn (mn , rn ) and Fn (mn , rn ) assume a particular size of I (mn +

rn − 1) and I ′ (mn ) along the nśth dimension. For larger image

sizes, the convolution is performed using the overlapśadd method

(OLA) [28]. With OLA, the input images are divided into tiles with

sizes of mn + rn − 1, and an overlap of rn − 1 along the nśth

dimension. Considering tiles at the same location from all the input

images, tiles of sizemn of the output images are computed using

the formula above.
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The main savings in computation in both the Winograd and

FFT methods comes from the fact that both the kernel transforms

(Wc,c ′ ×
N
n=1 Gn ), and image (tiles) transforms (Ib,c ×

N
n=1 Bn ) can

be precomputed and reused many times. The computation is domi-

nated by computing the dot products ś accumulation of elementś

wise product inside the square brackets in Eqn. 6. Computing all

the dot products in Eqn. 6 is an equivalent problem to matrix multi-

plications, with real matrices for the case of Winograd and complex

matrices for the case of Regular FFT convolution.

2.3 Gauss’ Multiplication of Complex Numbers

In the Regular FFT convolution, the computation is dominated

by complex matrix multiplications, where each complex number

pair multiplication requires 4 real multiplications, when computed

directly, and 3 real multiplications when using Gauss’ multiplication

algorithm [22, 24].

Using Gauss’ multiplication algorithm, the product of two com-

plex numbers ur +ui i and vr +vi i is computed by first computing

tmp1 = vr (ur + ui ), tmp2 = ur (vi − vr ) and tmp3 = ui (vr + vi ).

The real part of the result is then equal to tmp1 − tmp3 and the

imaginary part to tmp1 + tmp2. Similarly, an elementświse product

of two complex tensorsU ⊙V (U = Ur +Ui i andV = Vr +Vi i) can

be performed using three elementświse products of realśvalued

tensors.

For the RegularśFFT convolutional layer, elementświse product

of complex tensors representing the image (tile) transforms and

kernel transforms are performed, and each tensor is reused many

times (Eqn. 6). After performing a transform of an image tile, which

yields a complex tensorU = Ur +Ui i , a realśvalued tensorUr +Ui
can be computed and stored alongsideUr andUi . Similarly, tensors

Vi −Vr and Vr +Vi can be computed during kernel transforms and

stored alongside Vr (Vi does not have to be stored). Each elementś

wise products of complex tensors can then be replaced with three

independent elementświse products of realśvalued tensors.

The resulting three real tensors are implicitly converted back to a

single complex tensor during the computation of inverse transform

(×Nn=1A
T
n ).

Computing all the dot products in Eqn. 6 is then performed using

three realśvalued matrix multiplications instead of a single complex

matrix multiplication, reducing the number of required operations

by 25%.

We refer to the FFTmethod usingGauss’ multiplication as Gaussś

FFT (G(m, r )).

3 Implementations

Both Winograd and FFT approaches perform computations in four

distinct stages: input transform, kernel transform, elementświse

computation, and inverse transform. The first two stages convert

the images/kernels from a spatial domain into Winograd or FFT

domain. The third stage is equivalent to matrix multiplications.

The inverse transform stage converts the results back to the spatial

domain.

We extended the publicly available Winograd implementation

from [3, 18], which was highly optimized for manyścore CPUs, to

support arbitrary AVX2 and AVX512 multiścore CPUs. We used it

as a base for our FFT implementations. We reused most of the code

(90%) in order to leverage the same optimization methods.

Optimizations In order to achieve high utilization of the hard-

ware, both Winograd and FFT methods use the identical optimiza-

tions as proposed in [18], including software prefetching, memory

and cache blocking, using aligned vector data access and interleav-

ing memory access with computation.

We adopted the data layout proposed in [17, 18, 40] for input

images, kernels and output, where 16 images are interleaved in

memory for easy vectorization. In [18] 16 was used due to the size

of the AVX512 vector register, we keep it to 16 regardless of the

vector register size, as 16 is the cacheśline width (16 32śbit floats),

to facilitate efficient utilization of the memory subsystem.

For data handśoff between the four stages of the algorithm,

streaming stores to main memory were used, since the data will not

be used in near future. This saves memory bandwidth and avoids

cache pollution.

Overall, all three implementations achieved high utilization of

the available hardware, as discussed in the following sections.

Transforms To perform transforms of the input images and

kernels, as well as the output images, the implementation of [18]

provides C++ codelets that perform transforms of 16 tiles at the

same time. The codelets are created by generating Winograd trans-

forms usingWincnn [8], after which a computation graph is created

and optimized, yielding codelets that utilize AVX512 instructions

to transform 16 tiles at the time.

For the FFTśbased implementations, the codelets were replaced

by C++ codelets generated using łgenfftž supplied with FFTW [13].

łGenfftž was modified so that it can generate codelets that perform

implicitly zerośpadded FFT transforms, as well as computing only

a subset of elements of the inverse transform. Multidimensional

(forward) transforms were implemented by combining codelets

performing implicitly zerośpadded realśtoścomplex transforms

along one dimension, and ones performing complexśtoścomplex

transforms along other dimensions. Backward transforms combined

complexśtoścomplex transform codelets and complexśtośreal ones.

Different from existing FFTśbased convolutions, which limit trans-

form size to small prime factors [39] or only numbers that are

powers of two [9, 25], our implementations support arbitrary sizes.

ElementśWise Multiplications For the elementświse stage,

where matrixśmatrix multiplications are performed, the implemen-

tation of [18] provides JIT routines for realśmatrix multiplications

optimized for AVX512 instruction set. Following the same princi-

ples of [18] we implemented JIT realśmatrix multiplication routines

optimized for the AVX2 instruction set, as well as complexśnumber

multiplication routines for both AVX512 and AVX2 instruction sets,

which are required for the RegularśFFT method.

Parallelization Through Static Scheduling Each stage of

our algorithm is parallelized using static scheduling originally

proposed in [40], using the generalized implementation provided

by [18]. To achieve optimal performance, each core is assigned

roughly the same amount of computation. The work is then exe-

cuted using a single forkśjoin routine.

4 Performance Comparisons

To compare running times of the FFT and Winograd methods, we

benchmarked our FFTśbased implementations and the improved

Winograd implementation of Jia et al. [18] by using the two most
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Figure 1: Convolution layers’ running time on Xeon Gold CPU.

Table 1: Machine configurations used for benchmarking. The MB

represents the theoretical peak memory bandwidth, and CMR rep-

resents the ratio between the available FLOPS and the memory

bandwidth.

CPU Cores GFLOPS AVX Cache MB(GB/s) CMR

Xeon Phi 7210 64 4506 512 512 KB 409.6 11
i7-6950X 10 960 2 1 MB 68.3 14.06
i9-7900X 10 2122 512 1 MB 96 22.1
Xeon Gold 6148 20 3072 512 1 MB 128 24
E7-8890v3 18 1440 2 256 KB 51.2 28.13
Xeon Platinum 8124M 18 3456 512 1MB 115.2 30
i9-7900X 10 2122 512 1 MB 68.3 31.07
i9-7900X 10 2122 512 1 MB 51.2 41.45
Xeon Phi 7210 64 4506 512 512 KB 102.4 44
Xeon Phi 7210 48 3379 512 512 KB 102.4 33

popular ConvNets, AlexNet [21] and VGG [29], which are fre-

quently used for benchmarking [5]. We benchmarked the time

required for the forward propagation of each distinct layer of the

two networks.

Additional, publicly available, implementations were included

for reference ś The Winograd implementations provided by

LIBXSMM [7] and MKL-DNN [2], and the direct convolution pro-

vided by MKL-DNN [2]. To the best of our knowledge, no other

implementation of FFTśbased methods for CPUs, beside our own,

is currently available.

Both Winograd and FFT methods can work with arbitrary trans-

form sizes. Generally, larger transform sizes decrease the number of

required operations. However, the numerical inaccuracy of Wino-

grad convolutions increases exponentially with transform (tile)

sizes [18, 22, 27]. In practice, there is an upper bound on the trans-

form size for which the Winograd produces satisfactory results.

All major vendors, such as FALCON, MKL-DNN, LIBXSMM, and

cuDNN [1, 2, 7, 9] implement the Winograd algorithm with trans-

form sizes less than or equal to 6 × 6 2. For these tile sizes, the

2With the transform sizes of 6 × 6, the average numerical error of the Winograd

method on benchmarked layers was 7.03 · 10−6 , which is similar to the error of

directśconvolution 1.11 · 10−6 When the transform size is increased to 8 × 8, the
error is increased to 1.24 · 10−3 , which was expected [18]. The numerical error of the

FFTśbased method was no larger than 2.88 · 10−7 , regardless of the tile size.

numerical error of computation is comparable to the one that im-

plements convolution directly.

We follow the same convention, and consider Winograd convo-

lutions only with tile sizes of at most 6 × 6. However, we allow the

FFT methods to have an arbitrary large tile size, as they don’t suffer

from such numerical instability.

Running Time Experiments The benchmarks were per-

formed on a total of 10 systems showed in Tbl. 1.

In Fig. 1 we show detailed results on one of the systems. Note

that both LIBXSMM’s and MKL-DNN’s Winograd implementation

support only kernel sizes of 3×3, and thus can not use theWinograd

method for the second layer of AlexNet.

The Winogradśbased method outperformed in only 3 out of 12

layers, whereas the a FFTśbased method outperformed on 6 layers;

and on 3 layers, they had roughly the same performances. More

importantly, in the cases when the FFT methods outperformed, they

did it with a larger margin, and on the layers that require more

computation time. This suggests that the FFT methods can allow for

significant savings in the overall computation time, when compared

to the Winograd. For instance, the time spent on all convolutional

layers in AlexNet using theWinograd method would consume 58.79

milliseconds, whereas the ReguralśFFT method requires only 31.96

milliseconds; that is a speedup of 1.84x.

Additionally, in Fig. 2 we show the normalized running time

on all other AVX512 systems (neither LIBXSMM, nor MKL-DNN

support the AVX2 instruction set). The results for each individ-

ual layer are scaled based on the slowest implementation, as we

are only interested in the relative performances. Detailed results

are available in our openśsourced repository [4]. In all cases, our

two FFTśbased implementations as well as the modified Winograd

implementation of [18] outperformed other publicly available im-

plementations. Thus, for the rest of the paper, we will only focus

on these three implementations.

FFT transform sizes An important observation was that the

optimal transform sizes for the FFT method were not always pow-

ers of two; they were 27 for VGG1.2, 25 for VGG2.1 and VGG2.2,

21 for VGG 3.1 and VGG3.2, 16 for VGG4.1 and VGG4.2, and 9 for

VGG5.1/5.2. For AlexNet, the optimal sizes were 31 for the second
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Figure 2: Normalized running time of different convolution imple-

mentations. (The systems with the same CPUs are distinguished by

their CMR ).

layer, and 15 for all other layers. This is counter intuitive, as the

common belief is that optimal FFT transforms should use sizes

that only contain factors that are small primes [13, 39] or trans-

forms with sizes equal to the powers of two, which is suggested

by the two GPU FFTśbased implementations, i.e., fbfft [25, 32] and

CuDNN [11].

Relative performances While an FFTśmethod outperformed

theWinograd more often than not, the relative performances varied

among different layers and systems. In the rest of the paper we

focus on the theoretical analysis of all the methods. We would like

to understand why our findings are not aligned with the popular

belief that the Winograd method should be strictly faster.

5 Performance Analysis

Our experimental observations suggested that some of the stages

in both Winogradś and FFTśbased approach have relatively low

utilizations of the system’s available FLOPS. In most, but not all,

cases, these were the transform stages, which have relatively small

amount of compute, but access relatively large amount of data, sug-

gesting that their running time is bound by the memory bandwidth,

and not the computational capabilities of the CPU.

For this reason, we used the Roofline [34] performance model to

analyze Winogradś and FFTś based convolutions.

Roofline PerformanceModel is an ISA oblivious, throughput

oriented, performance model used to estimate performance of an

application running on processing units, and is often used to predict

performances on CPUs, GPUs, TPUs (Tensor Processing Units), etc.

It is suitable for analyzing particular methods on systems where

the memory bandwidth often becomes the constraining resource.

It estimates the performance bound of an algorithm as a function

of its arithmetic intensity (AI), which is defined as the ratio of total

floatingśpoint operations (FPO) and the total data movement (DM)

in bytes (AI= FPO/DM) between different levels of the memory

hierarchy. For each level of memory hierarchy, the performance

ceiling (attainable FLOPS) is determined by:

Attainable FLOPS = min(Peak FLOPS, MB × AI ) (7)

Where Peak FLOPS is defined as the maximal number of floating

operations per second of a given system, and MB as system’s peak

memory bandwidth. When plotted, the performance ceiling line

resembles a roofline.

Here, we are interested in the DM between the highest level of

onśchip, coreśexclusive cache (typically L2 for CPUs) and offśchip,

shared memory 3. In systems where the L2 is shared among a small

number of cores (e.g. Intel Xeon Phi series share L2 cache between

two cores.), the L2 is assumed to be equally divided for exclusive

usage among the cores.

DM then accounts for all of regular and streaming stores to main

memory, regular loads from main memory, and preśfetches from

main memory to either L1 or L2.

Our analysis does not consider the presence of higher level,

shared caches, as on modern processors, the sizes of such caches

are very limited, and can not fit the working set of a typical convo-

lutional layers.

Additional performance ceilings for lower levels of cache, are not

necessary, since in both Winogradśbased and FFTśbased convolu-

tional algorithms the computation is either bounded by transfers

to and from main memory, or the processor peak FLOPS, as shown

in the following sections.

As the performance ceiling is set by algorithm’s arithmetic in-

tensity (Eqn. 7), its running time can be estimated by:

runninд time =
F PO

Attainable FLOPS

=

F PO

min(Peak FLOPS, MB × AI )
=

F PO/MB

min(CMR, AI )

=




FPO

Peak FLOPS
, CMR <= AI

DM

MB
, CMR > AI

(8)

Here, CMR is the system’s computeśtośmemory ratio, defined as

the ratio of it’s Peak FLOPS and MB ś the memory bandwidth.

FPO represents the total number of floating point operations re-

quired, andDM (the total amount of datamovements in bytes), as de-

fined above. The running time is compute bound whenCMR <= AI ,

in which case it can be computed as F PO
Peak FLOPS

; otherwise, the

running time is memory bound, and can be computed as DM
MB .

Estimating running time For the Wingoradś and FFTśbased

convolutional layers, where the computation is composed of several

sequential stages (S), each with a unique arithmetic intensity (AI),

the running time is calculated by accumulating the running times

of each stage s ∈ S :

runninд timeTotal =

S∑
runninд times =

S∑ F POs /MB

min(CMR, AIs )
(9)

5.1 Relative Performances

We are interested in the relative performance between Winograd

and FFT methods. We define Speedup(A,B) as the ratio of the

3The term offśchip refers to the main memory of the system, typically large, but much
lower throughput and higher latency than the onśchip caches. The HBW MCDRAM
of the Knights Landing processor would be considered offśchip.
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running times of an algorithm B and an algorithm A.

Speedup(A, B) =
runninд timeB

Total

runninд timeA
Total

(10)

A speedup greater than one indicates that the algorithmA is faster,

and smaller than one means that the algorithm B is faster. While

Eqn. 9 estimates the running time of an algorithm assuming perfect

utilization of the hardware, which is rarely possible in practice.

However, the Eqn. 10 is valid when the compared algorithms are

equally optimized, meaning that they utilize the same percentage

of the hardware capabilities.

In the Eqn. 10 the value of AI will differ between Winograd

and FFT based approaches, and will also depend on the amount of

available cache size [18]. Therefore, when comparing performance

of two algorithms, the relative performance on a given system will

depend on the CMR ratio and the amount of available cache, but not

on the absolute values of the system’s compute speed or memory

throughput.

Detailed analysis on obtaining the values of AI, DM, and

FPO are presented in the Appendix A.

Using Eqn. 10 and the values of AI, DM, and FPO calculated

in the Appendix A (Tbl. 2), we estimate the speedup between the

FFTśbased methods and the Winogradśbased one. For all three

methods, the tile sizes are chosen, in a way that minimizes the total

running time (Eqn. 9).

5.2 Verification of Theoretical Analysis

In Fig. 3, we plot the estimated theoretical speedup of the two

FFTśbased methods over the Winogradśbased one. The solid lines

represent the theoretical estimates of the relative performances as

a function of the system’s CMR. The color of the line represents

the amount of available L2 cache. The lines are drawn in a semiś

translucent fashion, as they overlap in many places.

The empirical results from the benchmarks described in Section 4

are overlaid; each crossśhair represents the measurement of the

relative performances on a single system. The x coordinate of the

cross-hairs represents the system’s computeśtośmemory (CMR)

ratio (see Tbl. 1), and the color represents the L2 cache sizes.

Our empirical results are consistent with theoretical estimates.

The overall relative root mean square error (rRMSE) was 0.079

for RegularśFFT vs Winograd and 0.1 for GaussśFFT vs Winograd.

The fitness 4 was 92.68% for RegularśFFT vs Winograd and 90% for

GaussśFFT vs Winograd.

5.3 Discussions

Hardware utilization We have also measured the system uti-

lization of each stage of the three methods. While the utilization

varied across benchmarked layers and systems, on average, during

the compute bound stages, 75% of theoretical peak FLOPS were

attained; in memory bound stages slightly more than 85% of the

theoretical memory bandwidth was achieved. This resulted in a

somehow lower effective CMR, which is consistent with the results

shown in Fig. 3. The empirical results are slightly shifted to the left

(towards lower values of CMR), when compared to the theoretical

predictions, which assume equal utilization of both the FLOPS and

the memory bandwidth.

4fitness = 100
1+rRMSE

Optimality of Tile Transforms Both łwincnnž [8] and

łgenfftž [13] use heuristics to minimize the number of operations

for performing transforms, and might not be optimal. However, as

their AIs are much smaller than the CMRs of modern systems, the

computation is memory bound, and the running time of the trans-

form stages will depend solely on the amount of data movement.

The largest AI of the FFT transforms is 5.55, and for Winograd

2.38, much lower than CMRs of the modern CPUs. The Xeon Phi

Knights Landing processor has the CMR of 11 (due to onśchip fast

MCDRAM), and the Xeon Server processor family has CMRs in

the range of 20ś40. Hence, our theoretical analysis yield identical

estimates as if the optimal number of operations were provided.

This is consistent with our experimental findings, where in some

cases, tile sizes that were large primes, such as 31, were optimal.

Using such sizes, the images could be divided into overlapping tiles

with minimal overhead (minimal padding of the original image),

which reduces both the number of operations, and the amount of

data movements.

6 Conclusions

This paper presents theoretical analysis and experimental findings

of FFTś and Winogradśbased onvolutions on modern CPUs which

are extensively used for fast evaluation of modern ConvNets.

In contrast to the popular belief that the Winogradśbased

method is more efficient, our experimental results of a highly op-

timized Winogradśbased implementation and two similarly opti-

mized FFT-based implementations on modern CPUs show that the

FFT convolutions are, more often than not, faster than Wingorad

ones for most commonly used ConvNet layers.

Our analysis using the Roofline model shows that whether the

Winogradś or FFTśbased approach is faster depends on both the

layer and target hardware. However, with the tendency of increas-

ing computeśtośmemory ratio of systems with modern CPUs, the

FFTśbased methods tend to be faster than Winograd.

While, we primarily focused on modern multiś and manyścore

CPUs, which generally have larger caches, but smaller memory

bandwidths than modern GPUs, we believe that our performance

analysis can be applied to GPUs. Future work might include imple-

menting and benchmarking efficient GPUśbased implementations

and validating performance analysis based on the Roofline model.

A Detailed Analysis

For simplicity, we assume 2D and isotropic images and kernels, as

well as computation being performed with 32śbit floating point

numbers (4 bytes per number). Extension to nonśisotropic and Nś

dimensional images and kernels, as well as lower precision floats,

is straightforward. The benchmarked implementations, described

in Section 3 support an arbitrary number of dimensions, as well as

nonśisotropic kernels.

We follow the same notation as in Section 2, and for an arbitrary

layer, use Winograd convolution F(m2
, r2), RegularśFFT convolu-

tion F(m2
, r2) and GaussśFFT convolutionG(m2

, r2). Here,m can

take an arbitrary value, whereas r2 has to equal to the sizes of the

kernels in the layer.

We proceed to present the details of all three methods and esti-

mate the total number of operations and data movement required
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Figure 3: Theoretical estimates and empirical measurements for the speedup of Regularś and GaussśFFTmethods over theWinogradmethod

on VGG and AlexNet. The x axis represent the system’s CMR.

in each stage, from which we also calculate the arithmetic intensity

of each of the three method.

A.1 Input Transform Stage

In Winograd and both FFT approaches, each of the B ·C images (B

batches, each with C input channels) is divided into overlapping

tiles, which are then transformed. Each tile has the size of t2 with

t = (m + r − 1), and there is an overlap of r − 1 pixels between

adjacent tiles along both dimensions.

Each image of size x × x will thus be divided into N = ⌈(x − r +

1)/m⌉2 tiles. If necessary, the image will be implicitly zerośpadded.

This yields a total of BC ⌈(x − r + 1)/m⌉2 = BCN image tiles.

Number of required operations Each tile (Ib,c,n ) is trans-

formed via Ĩb,c,n = BIb,c,nB
T , which is a composition of two

matrixśmatrix multiplications. Here Ib,c,n is the nśth tile of the

cśth channel in batch b, and Ĩb,c,n is its transform. Both B and

Ib,c,n have the size t2, requiring a total of 4t3 operations (2t3 per

matrixśmatrix multiplication). Operations are on real numbers
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for the Winograd approach, and on complex numbers for the FFT

approaches.

The transforms can, however, be performed with much fewer

operations. In the Winograd method, the matrices B are sparse,

and contain pairs of columns with similar numbers, allowing for

reuse of many intermediate results. In the FFT methods, instead of

matrix multiplications, 2D realśtoścomplex DFT transforms are

performed, which require much fewer operations (µn2 logn instead

of O(n3)). Here, the constant µ can vary significantly based on the

size of the transform performed [13]. It takes small values, when

the size of the transform is a power of two, and larger values when

the transform size contains large prime factors.

Instead of using a closedśform expression that gives bounds

on the number of operations required, we counted the number of

operations in real, optimized, implementations and stored them in

a lookup tables. For Winograd, we used the Winograd matrix gener-

ator [8], as proposed in [10, 18] and further reduced the number of

operations using the simple optimizer provided by [18]. For the FFT

methods, we used the FFT codelet generator łgenfftž from the FFTW

library [13]. We denote the number of operations required for trans-

forming an image tile as FI (m2
, r2) for the Winograd, FI (m2

, r2)

for RegularśFFT, andGI (m2
, r2) for GaussśFFT. The preścomputed

lookup tables are included in our openśsourced repository.

The total number of operations required for performing all the

transforms for all three methods are given in Tbl. 2.

Data movement The tile sizes are relatively small, much

smaller than available cache; thus, once a tile is fetched from main

memory, all the computation is done inścache. Additionally, the

overlapping regions between tiles need to be fetched from memory

only once, as they can be stored in cache and reused for adjacent

tiles.

The total data that has to be moved from main memory to cache

is thus BCx2 · 4 bytes ś reading each of the B · C images of size

x2 only once. Each of the BCN transformed tiles is stored back to

main memory. The size for each transformed tile will depend on

the method.

In Winograd convolution, transformed tiles are real tensors, and

require a single 32śbit float per element, for a total of 4t2 bytes.

The FFT methods perform 2D FFT transforms of each tile. As the

FFTs are performed on real tensors, the resulting transforms will

be complex, conjugateśsymmetric (along one of the dimensions).

Only t ⌈(t + 1)/2⌉ complex numbers need to be stored. The Regularś

FFT requires two real numbers per complex number, for a total of

8t ⌈(t + 1)/2⌉ bytes per tile, and the GaussśFFT requires three reals

per complex number, a total of 12t ⌈(t + 1)/2⌉ bytes per tile.

The total amount of data movement for the three methods, as

well as their arithmetic intensities (AIs), is shown in Tbl. 2

A.2 Kernel Transform Stage

In all methods, each of the C×C ′ kernels (with size r×r ) is trans-

formed via W̃cc ′ = GWcc ′G
T . The matrix G has size t×r .

Computing the transform of a kernel is an equivalent proce-

dure to performing the input transform of a zerośpadded kernel,

to match the size of the input tiles. In practice, the transforms are

computed with implicit zerośpadding. As in the input stage, we

have preścomputed the number of operations required for trans-

forming a kernel in all three methods: FK (m2
, r2) for the Wino-

grad, FK (m2
, r2) for RegularśFFT. For the GaussśFFT method,

GK (m2
, r2) = FK (m2

, r2) + 2t ⌈(t + 1)/2⌉, as we need two extra

operations per complex number as described in Sec. 2.3.

All three methods need to fetch all kernel data from memory;

read a total of 4CC ′r2 bytes, and store CC ′ transformed kernels

back to main memory. The transformed kernels have size t × t ,

and are stored in the same fashion as the transformed input tiles,

requiring total of 4t2, 8t ⌈(t + 1)/2⌉, and 12t ⌈(t + 1)/2⌉ bytes for the

Winograd, RegularśFFT and GaussśFFT methods respectively.

The total number of operations, data movements, and AIs for

transforming all kernels of a particular layer, using any of the three

methods, are given in Tbl. 2.

A.3 Elementświse Products

Having all transformed input and kernel tiles, the preśtransformed

output tiles Ĩ ′b,c ′,n are computed via

Ĩ ′
b,c′,n

=

C∑

c=1

Ĩb,c,n ⊙ W̃c,c′ (11)

Here, all of the preśtransformed output tiles (Ĩ ′
b,c ′,n

), trans-

formed input tiles Ĩb,c,n , and transformed kernels W̃c,c ′ have the

same size t × t . Computing an element of the preśtransformed out-

put tile at a location ®e depends only on elements of the transformed

input tiles and transformed kernels at the same location, and is

computed via:

Ĩ ′
b,c′,n

(®e) =

C∑

c=1

Ĩ (®e)b,c,n · W̃ (®e)c,c′ (12)

Note that the equation above can be interpreted as multiplication of

a matrixU®e of size BN ×C with a matrixV®e of sizeC×C
′ resulting in

a matrix X ®e of size BN ×C ′. For layers of modern ConvNets, values

of BN are much larger than C , which results in multiplication of

tall and skinny matrices [18, 22]. Such matrix multiplications have

to be performed for each element location of Ĩ ′
b,c ′,n

.

A.3.1 Operations Required In the Winograd method, t2 real

matrices are multiplied, requiring a total of 2t2BNCC ′ operations

for the whole layer, where N is the number of tiles per image.

For the FFT based methods, complex matrices are multiplied.

However, only t ⌈(t + 1)/2⌉ locations of the preśtransformed output

tiles need to be computed. As both the transformed input tiles and

transformed kernels are conjugate symmetric, the preśtransformed

output tiles will also be conjugate symmetric.

In the RegularśFFTmethod, 4 real multiplyśadds are required for

performing a complex multiplyśadd. A total of 8t ⌈(t + 1)/2⌉BNCC ′

FLOPs are required for the whole layer. GaussśFFT reduces complex

matrix multiplications to 3 real matrix multiplications of matrices

of the same size, totaling 6t ⌈(t + 1)/2⌉BNCC ′ FLOPs required for

the whole layer.

A.3.2 Data Movement In the Winograd method, t2 real matrix

multiplications X = U ×V are performed (for the rest of the section

wewill omit the subscript ®e , for clarity). In the RegularśFFTmethod,

t ⌈(t +1)/2⌉ complex matrix multiplications are performed, with the

same sizes. The GaussśFFT method replaces one complex matrix
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Table 2: FLOPS, DM and AI for different stages of the Winograd (F(m2
, r 2)), RegularśFFT (F(m2

, r 2)) and GaussśFFT (G(m2
, r 2)) methods. N is

the number of tiles per single image, the tiles have size of t 2 (t = m + r − 1). The values of c and c′ depend on the amount of available cache,

and are obtained by solving the optimization problem given in Eqn. 13.

Stage Winograd RegularśFFT GaussśFFT

F
L
O
P
S Input image transform BCN FI (m2

, r 2) BCNFI (m2
, r 2) BCNGI (m2

, r 2)

Kernel transform CC′FK (m2
, r 2) CC′FK (m2

, r 2) CC′GK (m2
, r 2)

Elementświse Product 2t 2BNCC′ 8t ⌈(t + 1)/2⌉BNCC′ 6t ⌈(t + 1)/2⌉BNCC′

Output transform BC′N FO (m2
, r 2) BC′NFO (m2

, r 2) BC′NGO (m2
, r 2)

D
M

Input image transform 4BCx 2
+ 4BCN t 2 4BCx 2

+ 8BCN t ⌈(t + 1)/2⌉ 4BCx 2
+ 12BCN t ⌈(t + 1)/2⌉

Kernel transform 4CC′
(
r 2 + t 2

)
4CC′

(
r 2 + 2t ⌈(t + 1)/2⌉

)
4CC′

(
r 2 + 3t ⌈(t + 1)/2⌉

)

Elementświse Product 4t 2BN (c + αc′)
CC′

cc′
8t ⌈(t + 1)/2⌉BN (c + αc′)

CC′

cc′
12t ⌈(t + 1)/2⌉BN (c + αc′)

CC′

cc′

Output transform 4BC′N
(
t 2 +m2

)
4BC′N

(
2t ⌈(t + 1)/2⌉ +m2

)
4BC′N

(
3t ⌈(t + 1)/2⌉ +m2

)

A
I

Input image transform
N FI (m2

, r 2)

4x 2
+ 4Nt 2

NFI (m2
, r 2)

4x 2
+ 8Nt ⌈(t + 1)/2⌉

NGI (m2
, r 2)

4x 2
+ 12Nt ⌈(t + 1)/2⌉

Kernel transform
FK (m2

, r 2)

4r 2 + 4t 2
FK (m2

, r 2)

4r 2 + 8t ⌈(t + 1)/2⌉

GK (m2
, r 2)

4r 2 + 12t ⌈(t + 1)/2⌉

Elementświse Product
cc′

2(c + αc′)

cc′

c + αc′
cc′

2(c + αc′)

Output transform
FO (m2

, r 2)

4t 2 + 4m2

FO (m2
, r 2)

8t ⌈(t + 1)/2⌉ + 4m2

GO (m2
, r 2)

12t ⌈(t + 1)/2⌉ + 4m2

multiplication with three real matrix multiplications; thus, a total

of 3t ⌈(t + 1)/2⌉ real matrix multiplications are performed.

For modern ConvNets, the matrices X , U and V may not fit

in cache, in which case standard cacheśblocking approaches are

employed [14ś16, 18, 23], and might require some data to be moved

to and/or from the main memory multiple times.

In the standard cacheśblocking technique, V (of size C ×C ′) is

subdivided into equally sized matrices of size c × c ′,

To minimize transfers to and from main memory, a subśmatrix

of V is kept in cache. A small subśmatrix of U , with size of ρ×c , is

fetched from memory, multiplied with the subśmatrix of V stored

inścache, and accumulated to the appropriate subśmatrix of X .

Here ρ is a small number, required for efficient inścache computa-

tion [14ś16, 18, 23].

This requires transferring a total of ρc numbers from main mem-

ory, and ρc ′ numbers bytes of X from and then back to the main

memory. A total of ρ(c + 2c ′) numbers. In the special case, when

c = C , only ρ(c + c ′) numbers need to be moved, as each subś

matrix multiplication produces the final result (no accumulation is

necessary).

Total of BNCC ′/ρcc ′ such subśmatrix multiplications are per-

formed, and require BNCC ′/cc ′(c +αc ′) numbers to be moved. With

α being 1 when c = C and 2 when c < C .

In the Winograd method t2 real matrix multiplications (X = U ×

V ) are performed, thus transferring a total of 4t2BN (c +αc ′)CC ′/cc ′

bytes to be moved.

In the RegularśFFT method t ⌈(t + 1)/2⌉ complex matrix multi-

plications are performed, requiring a total of 8t ⌈(t + 1)/2⌉BN (c +

αc ′)CC ′/cc ′ bytes to be moved.

The GaussśFFT replaces each of the t ⌈(t + 1)/2⌉ complex matrix

multiplications with 3 real matrix multiplications. Total of 12t ⌈(t +

1)/2⌉BN (c + αc ′)CC ′/cc ′ bytes need to be transferred.
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Figure 4: Arithmetic intensities for the elementświse stage given

various amounts of cache. In theWinograd and GaussśFFTmethod,

realmatrixmultiplications are performed, whereas, in the Regularś

FFT complex matrix multiplications are performed.

The total number of operations is fixed. To minimize the amount

of data movements we need to choose optimal values for c and c ′,

while allowing for inścache computation.

As the values of t , B,C ,C ′ and N are constant, the optimal values

of c and c ′ can be chosen by solving the following optimization

problem:

minimize
c,c′

(c + αc′)

cc′

subject to c | C (C is divisible by c)

c
′ | C′ (C′ is divisible by c

′)

4βcc′ ≤
Cache Size

2
(fits in half cache)

(13)

Where α equals 1 when c = C and 2 when c < C; β is 1 for real

matrices, and 2 for complex ones. Half the cache is allowed for

subśmatrices of V . This is typical practice, to ensure enough space

for subśmatrices of U and X .
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The arithmetic intensities can be then computed by dividing the

number of required operations with the amount of required data

movements for optimal values of c and c ′. This results in the AIs

of cc ′/2(c + αc ′) for the Winograd and GaussśFFT methods, and

cc ′/(c+αc ′) for the RegularśFFTmethod, which are equal to the AIs

of real matrix, and complexmatrixmultiplications, respectively [14ś

16, 18].

In Fig. 4, we show the arithmetic intensities for layers with

different numbers of channels as a function of cache size. The AIs

of both complex (used in RegularśFFT method) and real matrix

multiplication (used in Winograd and GaussśFFT) increase with

the cache size and the number of channels (C and C’). For a fixed

cache size, the complex matrix multiplication allows for a higher

arithmetic intensity. This indicates that the elementświse stage of

the RegularśFFT method may achieve better hardware utilization

than the ones of Winograd or GaussśFFT convolution, when the

cache size is a limiting resource.

A.4 Output Transform

In the output transform stage, each of the BNC ′ preśtransformed

output tiles Ĩ ′b,c ′,n is transformed from the Winograd/FFT domain

back to the spatial domain via I ′
b,c,n

= A
T Ĩ ′

b,c,n
A. The matrix A

has size of t ×m (t =m + r − 1), resulting in I ′
b,c ′,n

having a size of

m ×m. Here I ′
b,c ′,n

is the nśth (nonśoverlapping) tile of the c ′-th

image in batch b of the final result of the convolutional layer.

Performing the inverse transforms is similar to performing the

input transforms, except that: 1) Only a subset ofm×m elements

need to be computed, and 2) Different, (inverse transform) matrices

(or inverse FFT transforms) are used.

Given the analysis of the input and kernel transforms, analyzing

the output transforms is straightśforward. The total number of

operations, data movements, and AIs for transforming output tiles

of a particular layer, using any of the three methods are given in

Tbl. 2.
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